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ABSTRACT

This study mainly focuses on the marketing strategies and investigates how it relates with the competitive advantage in the banking sectors. The researchers evaluate the existing marketing strategies of HSBC bank by using interpretivism research philosophy to understand the situation, identify the problem and solve it. The deductive research approach is used to develop the hypotheses and regression analysis is used to test the hypotheses. The researchers apply random sampling techniques to select sample size of 50 and collect the data in the convenience sampling basis. However, this study finds out two most influential factors of competitive advantage that are brand value and customer satisfaction. By analyzing these two influential factors the researchers suggest HSBC bank to concentrate on Social Media Marketing since 44% of customers are linked with them via social media.


INTRODUCTION

In the business sector banking sector is become growing and profitable. For that reason, it faces huge competition in this globalized world. Client’s taste is changing day by day. Today, it is very complicated to cope with this fluctuate situation. Therefore, it is essential for banking sector to understand the client behavior clearly. Client’s trust is the crucial element that helps the bank to get higher position (Rahman et al., 2015). Banks focus on customer’s loyalty by gaining the greater brand value, improving competitive advantage and developing their marketing strategies (Hasan & Zayed, 2018). HSBC bank is the well-known and popular brand to the banking industry globally. For this reason, their competition is rising as a consequence of the increasing demand of bank all over the world. Their mission is “to enable customers, businesses and economies to prosper, helping people to fulfill their dreams and ambitions” (HSBC, 2017). Moreover, Bangladesh is an important market for the British bank. HSBC bank goal is to...
continue to review and shape their business for long term growth and in line with customer needs (Anwar, 2016). To achieve their mission, they need to implement the marketing strategy by analyzing the overall competitive situation that is survived in worldwide challenging market place. HSBC bank’s target is to build long term market place by achieving the customer satisfaction and loyalty (Jeannet & Hennessey, 2005). Due to innovation, customer friendly service is necessary for HSBC bank to maintain their competitive position. Focusing of this overall challenging situation, the study needs to evaluate their marketing strategies for developing competitive advantage (Mishu et al., 2019). The main aim of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of the marketing strategies for developing and gaining the competitive advantages of HSBC bank in the market of Bangladesh.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

This literature review identifies and evaluates the literature within marketing strategies and competitive advantage in the banking sectors (Hossain et al., 2019). It illuminates how knowledge has evolved within this field, highlighting what has already been done, what is generally accepted, what is emerging and what is the current state of thinking on marketing strategies (Hasan et al., 2019). Marketing strategy is the process of profitable growth of marketing functions for the sales level (Borden, 2014). It includes marketing plan that provide different document of marketing activities in advance. However, the competitive advantage of the organization to provide them in the favorable position. It allows the company better service at cheap rate compare to their market rival. However, the inefficient number of research in this sector is creating problem for them. The researchers find out the previous research on marketing strategies of HSBC Bank in Bangladesh that focus only the marketing strategies except competitive advantage (Khalil et al., 2020). There are also many researches available particularly in competitive advantage in banking sector (Islam et al., 2019). But researchers show scarcity in available research on overall relationship between marketing strategies and competitive advantage. By evaluating the overall competitive situation of HSBC bank in Bangladesh, researchers are aware of the necessity of research on this area. For this reason, the researchers try to investigate and show the relationship between marketing strategies and competitive advantage.
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METHODOLOGY

The researchers pursue various stages for data collection and analysis (Ketchen et al., 2018). The researchers select Interpretivism that helps the researcher to identify the problem and develop the questions on the basis of the problem (Barchard & Williams, 2018). Moreover, the deductive research approach is applied for developing hypothesis of this study.

Sampling

Researchers select the *convenience and random sampling techniques* that are suitable for this study (Malhotra, 2018). The total customers of HSBC are the population of this study. The researchers select 50 customers as sample size among the customers of HSBC Bank in Bangladesh. This survey includes the respondents from five branches existing in Bangladesh.

Data Collection Process

The researchers collect data from both primary and secondary sources. Both open ended and close ended questionnaire are used for collecting primary data. HSBC websites, annual report, newspapers, journals are selected as secondary sources of data. The researcher uses SPSS software for analyzing data for understanding the relationship between the market strategies and competitive advantages. The researchers collect the data from March 2017 to July 2017.

Research Method

The researcher uses the mixed approach that means both qualitative and quantitative research for data collection. The qualitative methods are used for observing the behavior of the respondents and the quantitative research used for statistical measure of the data (Creswell & Clark, 2017).

Limitation of the Research

It is hard for the researchers to include all the population that represents every customer’s view and opinion of Bangladesh. However, researchers select the cooperative and rational customers of HSBC to represent the logical opinion. Moreover, the researchers cannot select higher sample size for the budgetary problem. Here is also lack of secondary sources of data. The previous research on HSBC in Bangladesh is very limited.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Descriptive Analysis

The respondent’s gender, age and monthly income have been taken for descriptive analysis. Among all the respondents 37 respondents that mean 74% are male and rest of them are female that indicates most of the respondents are male in this survey. The researchers divided the age group into 18 years to 28 years that include 12 respondents, 29 years to 40 years that includes 26 respondents, 41 years to 55 years that includes 9 respondents and above 55 years includes 5 respondents. The income level showed that 2 respondents earn below £3000, 9 respondents income range are £3000-£4500, £4501-£6000 income range includes 24 respondents,
11 respondent’s income range are £6001-£7500, and 4 respondents earn over £7500 monthly. These three-segment gender, age and monthly income of the respondents indicate that the majority numbers of the customer of HSBC bank are middle age male people whose income level is £4501-£6000 in Bangladesh.

Correlation Analysis

The following Table shows, the correlations among brand value, customer satisfaction, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), product differentiation and competitive advantage:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Competitive Advantages</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand value</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.617   *</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.765   *</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.545   *</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Products differentiation</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.215  *</td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>competitive advantages</td>
<td></td>
<td>1       *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: CORRELATIONS

Source: Estimated

Table 1 shows the correlation between independent variables and dependent variables. There is positive correlation that is 0.765 between customer satisfaction and competitive advantage which means it is in the same direction and statistically significant. Moreover, brand value and competitive advantage is correlated each other in .617 point and statistically significant. This result indicates 1% change of brand value is lead to 61.7% increase competitive advantage. With this regard, CSR and competitive advantage is found positively correlated in .545 and statistically significant. But product differentiation and competitive advantage indicates the negative correlation that is -2.15. They are in opposite direction and statistically insignificant at 1% level of significant. By this analysis, the researchers find that brand value, customer satisfaction and CSR are three factors that are mostly correlated to the competitive advantage.

Regression and Coefficient Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.930*</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.36067</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: MODEL SUMMARY

Source: Estimated

From the above Table, R² is .865 that indicates the H₀ is rejected and the relationship is existing between marketing strategies and competitive advantage. R², the coefficient of determination, implies that “competitive advantage” is explained 86% by the independent variables (brand value, customer satisfaction and CSR).
Table 3
ANOVA*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1  Regression</td>
<td>38.336</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.779</td>
<td>98.238</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>5.984</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>44.320</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: competitive advantages
b. Predictors: (Constant), CSR, brand value, satisfaction

Source: Estimated

The above Table shows that sincep-value is .000 that is less than 0.05 and F-test indicates 98.238 where $R^2$ is .865 that indicates the null hypothesis can be rejected at 5% level of significance. This shows that the model is significant.

Table 4
COEFFICIENTS*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-5.486</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brand value</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>9.716</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>9.371</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.474</td>
<td>0.638</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Estimated

From the above Table 4 of coefficients analysis

If the brand value and CSR is zero then competitive advantage is negative and customer satisfaction decrease by 1068. The “p” value for “brand value” is .000 and \( \beta \) is .531 that indicates it is statistically significant and H1 is accepted. So, one unit change in “brand value” will increase “competitive advantage” by 53.1%. Here, the customer satisfaction represents p value of .000 and \( \beta \) is .678. So, H2 is also accepted that one unit change in “customer satisfaction” will increase “competitive advantage” by 67.8%. However, the p value of CSR is .638 and \( \beta \) is .034 that means it statistically insignificant and the H3 is not acceptable. Thus, the research found the relationship among brand value and customer’s satisfaction with competitive advantage is more influential in the banking sector.

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

HSBC bank set to shutter six of its 13 branches in Bangladesh to cut cost as a part of its global strategies. But they need to work with more integral strategy for frequent communication with customers, employees, shareholders to maintain a long-term client relationship, frequent team work, to be international in its outlook and character. In 2017, HSBC bank launch a new mobile application “HSBCnet Trade Transaction Tracker” that help them to reduce the distance between customers and bank by providing the customers real-time view of their documentary credits, payments and collection in the worldwide market place (The Daily Star, 2017). Consequently, they need to more concern about the mobile apps security and maintain the simplicity in its functions. The HSBC bank must concentrate on social media marketing for more
connection with customers. In according to the social media analytics, HSBC bank engage with social media only 15.3% and performance dimension is negative 19.7%. Although for improving the customer satisfaction, HSBC bank is supposed to provide the banking solution through social media for increasing the band awareness. Banking industries facing huge competition for globalization that’s why they are working with several marketing strategies like- brand value, customer satisfaction, Corporate Social Responsibility and product differentiation. Today, banking industries are more aware about brand and they are working for increasing brand awareness (Abbott, 2010). Moreover, the customer’s satisfaction achievement is the most significant issues for the bank. But most of retail bank provide the same types of service that means they are not much working in the product differentiation (Agha et al., 2019). This study also found negative relationship between product differentiation and competitive advantage. However, brand value and customer satisfaction are the most influential factors for bank that positively influence competitive advantage (Sadat et al., 2020). This study helps HSBC bank to understand the overall relationship between the marketing strategies and competitive advantage. It helps to ensure them the global market position by achieving higher competitive advantage. Furthermore, the researchers can work more specifically with brand value and customer satisfaction and will show each influence on competitive advantage in future. The researchers need to work more with the two factors, customer satisfaction and brand value, to understand the specific relationship and investigate how HSBC can improve these two factors strategically.
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